
Since 1980 the
Breckenridge Film Festival has celebrated

the art of filmmaking. Each year a variety of independent films,
premieres, receptions, educational programs and retrospectives

honoring featured guests takes place high in our 
spectacular Colorado Rockies.

GET TICKETS & GET INVOLVED
 • festival sponsor

• film sponsor
• program book advertiser

• individual contributor
• exciting volunteer opportunities

Tickets, Opportunities & Information 
@ BreckFilmFest.com



ANGEL AZUL (arts/documentary)
This film explores the artistic journey of Jason 
deCaires Taylor, an innovative artist who combines 
creativity with an important environmental 
solution; the creation of artificial coral reefs from 
statues he’s cast from live models. 

BINGO NIGHT! (comedy)
A financially-strapped senior citizen finds a creative 
(and legally dubious) means of getting some quick 
cash in this sly and high-spirited comic caper.

 

BLUE  (children’s film)
Blue is about a world where balloons are alive and 
scared of children. In a world where balloons are 
alive one fearful balloon must learn to put his fragile 
life in the hands of an unlikely friend.

THE FRONTIER (drama)
Sean, a retired literature professor, writes a letter to 
his estranged ranch hand son. Tennessee goes home 
just in time as Nina, Sean’s personal trainer, moves 
in. The tension between Sean and Tennessee is 
ever-present. One evening Sean and Tennessee find 
themselves alone in the house for the first time.
 
FAMILIES ARE FOREVER (spiritual)
Tom and Wendy were devout Mormon parents living 
in a conservative community. Then one day, Wendy 
read 13-year-old Jordon’s diary and discovered he 
was gay. What happened next changed their lives 
forever. Their story will surprise you, give you hope 
and move you with the possibility of change.

BEYOND THE DROP (adventure)
Six pro kayakers from around the world meet up in 
the rainforests of Southern Mexico to run the Rio 
Tulijá.  Led by Rafa Ortiz, the team explores the local 
culture, and insanely blue water with magnificent 
falls.

Films not to be missed - just some among 60+ selected!


